
 

United American Patriots’ (uap.org) mission is to inform the President, Congress, and the public; fund 
legal representation; and support reintegration for U.S. Warriors wrongfully accused & unjustly 
convicted of “War Crimes,” to preserve the “presumption of innocence” and to protect our Warriors 
Rights when faced with: Unlawful Command Influence (UCI), prosecutorial misconduct, and 
investigative abuse. 

In 2019 alone, UAP was instrumental in supporting the following: 
 

1. Presidential Pardon Army Special Forces MAJ Matt Golsteyn 
2. Presidential Pardon Army 1LT Clint Lorance 
3. Presidential Pardon Army 1LT Michael Behenna 
4. Paroled – Working on Capitol Hill Army SGT Derrick Miller 
5. Paroled – Awaiting Release Army 1SG John Hatley 
6. Charges Dismissed Navy SEAL LT Jason Webb 
7 Charges Dismissed Navy SEAL Chief David Swarts 
8. Charges Dismissed Navy SEAL Chief Xavier Silva 
9. Charges Dismissed Navy SEAL PO 1st Class Dan Dambrosio 
10. Charges Dismissed Navy SEAL LT Jacob Portier 
11. Discharge Upgraded Army SPC Alan Moser 

Additionally, UAP assisted in creating, and now works closely with, the “Justice for Warriors 
Caucus,” a group of Congressmen dedicated to preserving our Warriors Rights. 

Among the Warriors UAP agreed to support in 2019, and will continue to support, are three MARSOC 
Raiders, GySgt Josh Negron, GySgt Danny Draher, and Special Amphibious Reconnaissance Corpsman 
(SARC) Chief Eric Gilmet.  

Attached is a one-page summary of UAP’s position regarding these Warriors. 
 
 



 
MARSOC RAIDERS 

GYSGT JOSH NEGRON, GYSGT DANNY DRAHER, AND SARC CHIEF ERIC GILMET 
-- DISMISSAL OR ACQUITTAL -- 

 
United American Patriots (uap.org) welcomes an opportunity work with the Marine Reconnaissance 
Foundation to help support dismissals or acquittals for three MARSOC Raiders who have been 
inappropriately charged with “manslaughter” and are facing unlawful command influence (UCI) after 
responding in self-defense during fistfight out front a bar. 

ACTIONS 

The three MARSOC Raiders were aggressively confronted by an inebriated civilian contractor while 
on authorized liberty in Erbil, Iraq. One of the Raiders acted in self-defense and neutralized the 
threat with one punch which rendered the belligerent contractor unconscious. Since the contractor 
was left lying in the street by his fellow contractors, the Raiders picked him up and took him back to 
base. (NOTE: All of the above was captured on video) 

Out of concern for the unconscious inebriated contractor possibly asphyxiating on his own vomit, the 
Raiders watched over him through the night. When the contractor stopped breathing, the Raiders 
performed advanced lifesaving measures in an attempt to resuscitate him. Unfortunately, despite 
being medevaced to a hospital in Landstuhl, Germany, the contractor died four days later. 

REACTION 

Military prosecutors charged each Raider with “manslaughter” and the Commanding General is 
moving forward with Courts-Martial for each. Additionally, prior to these Raiders being charged, 
arraigned, or standing trail, the command removed the Raiders from their jobs, revoked their 
clearances, and, in overt and widespread official messaging to the command, used the accusations 
against these three Warriors as instruction on “How not to act while on liberty.” 

ASSESSMENT 

The prosecutors have inappropriately “overcharged” each of the Raiders with “manslaughter” and the 
CG’s actions are a clear example of Unlawful Command Influence (UCI) in that those who will 
ultimately be selected by and from the command to serve on the jury for the Court-Martial of these 
Raiders have all been “poisoned,” i.e., the “presumption of innocence” for these three Raiders has 
been destroyed. 

UAP’s INTENT 

UAP intends to support having the charges against each of these Warriors dismissed with prejudice 
prior to each Raider’s Court-Martial by informing the President, Congress, and the public about this 
situation and/or, if these cases go to trial, UAP intends to support each Warrior being acquitted, i.e., a 
judgment that each is not guilty, via fundraising activities which will pay for highly experienced and 
competent civilian legal representation for each of these MARSOC Raiders. 
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